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Conrad Electronic: Simplifying Internal
HR Management with Custom App
Ingentis org.manager [web] for SF
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Founded in 1923, the family business Conrad Electronic is regarded as one of Europe’s
leading omnichannel suppliers for technical products and components. The online
shop for private customers offers up to 750,000 items. In addition, the company just
recently launched the Conrad Marketplace in response to its business customers’
needs, resulting in a total of currently 900,000 products.
As its customer base continues to grow, so does its workforce. The company decided
to implement the custom app Ingentis org.manager [web] for SF, which is based on
SAP® Cloud Platform, for use with SAP SuccessFactors® solutions. With the help of the
app, essential HR management processes are performed more efficiently. Ingentis
org.manager [web] for SF creates automated org charts in real time, providing a
comprehensive overview of the company structure. Thanks to the tool’s responsive
design, Conrad is also able to follow through with its “mobile and cloud first” concept,
providing a clear overview of all necessary HR information on mobile devices.
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Realizing full potential of data visualization
Company
Conrad Electronic SE
Headquarters
Hirschau, Germany
Industry
Retail
Products and Services
Extensive portfolio of
technical products and
components
Employees
4,000
Web Site
www.conrad.de (German)
Partner
Ingentis
Softwareentwicklung GmbH
www.ingentis.com

Objectives
• Enable optimized and more-efficient HR management and controlling
• Create time savings with intuitive, user-friendly handling
• Provide quick insight through a clearly arranged organizational structure
Why SAP
• Ability to flexibly extend functionalities of existing SAP® SuccessFactors®
solutions as the central system for all HR-related tasks and processes
• Complete picture of the organization and the individual responsibilities and
dependencies at any time, thanks to the custom app Ingentis org.manager
[web] for SF, based on SAP Cloud Platform
• Option to accelerate workflows and improve data quality, thanks to
automated data collection
• Support for global talent and performance management with increased
transparency

Greater
Efficiency with visualizing
and controlling the
organization’s workforce

Allover
Presentation of key data
points

Complete

Resolution
• Improved workflow through straightforward handling, which allows more
time for other essential tasks
• Realization of “mobile and cloud first” concept, which enables data to be
available on any device at any time
• Comprehensive information flow with a system that provides unlimited
data availability and visualization

Visibility into every
change within the
workforce

Future plans
• Rollout of Ingentis org.manager [web] for SF across the company
• Intelligent simulations to facilitate strategic decisions and visualize flexible
organizational structure

Data availability and
visualization

"With several important modules all in one place, SAP SuccessFactors solutions
allow for us to work more efficiently. In addition, Ingentis org.manager [web] for
SF fulfills our expectations of presenting all necessary HR data in responsive
design.”
Dana Lautenschläger, Expert HR Processes, Projects and Systems, Conrad Electronic SE
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